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BehaviouralBehaviouralBehaviouralBehavioural graphs graphs graphs graphs 

� Web graphsWeb graphsWeb graphsWeb graphs

� Host graphsHost graphsHost graphsHost graphs

� Social networksSocial networksSocial networksSocial networks

� Collaboration networksCollaboration networksCollaboration networksCollaboration networks

� Sensor networksSensor networksSensor networksSensor networks

� Biological networksBiological networksBiological networksBiological networks

� …

Research trendsResearch trendsResearch trendsResearch trends

� Empirical analysis:Empirical analysis:Empirical analysis:Empirical analysis:
examining properties of examining properties of examining properties of examining properties of 
realrealrealreal----world graphs world graphs world graphs world graphs 

� Modeling:Modeling:Modeling:Modeling: finfinfinfinding good ding good ding good ding good 
models for behavioural models for behavioural models for behavioural models for behavioural 
graphsgraphsgraphsgraphs

web
citation

networks

social
networks

There has been a There has been a There has been a There has been a 
tendency to lump tendency to lump tendency to lump tendency to lump 
together behavioural together behavioural together behavioural together behavioural 
graphs arising from a graphs arising from a graphs arising from a graphs arising from a 
variety of contextsvariety of contextsvariety of contextsvariety of contexts
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Properties of Properties of Properties of Properties of behaviouralbehaviouralbehaviouralbehavioural graphsgraphsgraphsgraphs

� Degree distributionsDegree distributionsDegree distributionsDegree distributions
� Heavy tailHeavy tailHeavy tailHeavy tail

� ClusteringClusteringClusteringClustering
� High clustering coefficientHigh clustering coefficientHigh clustering coefficientHigh clustering coefficient

� Communities and dense Communities and dense Communities and dense Communities and dense 
subgraphssubgraphssubgraphssubgraphs
� Abundance; locally dense, Abundance; locally dense, Abundance; locally dense, Abundance; locally dense, 

globally sparse; spectrumglobally sparse; spectrumglobally sparse; spectrumglobally sparse; spectrum

� ConnectivityConnectivityConnectivityConnectivity
� Exhibit a Exhibit a Exhibit a Exhibit a “bowbowbowbow----tietietietie” structure; structure; structure; structure; 

low diameter; smalllow diameter; smalllow diameter; smalllow diameter; small----world world world world 
propertiespropertiespropertiesproperties
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A remarkable empirical factA remarkable empirical factA remarkable empirical factA remarkable empirical fact

� Snapshots of the web graph Snapshots of the web graph Snapshots of the web graph Snapshots of the web graph 
can be compressed using less can be compressed using less can be compressed using less can be compressed using less 
then 3 bits per edgethen 3 bits per edgethen 3 bits per edgethen 3 bits per edge

Boldi, Vigna WWW 2004Boldi, Vigna WWW 2004Boldi, Vigna WWW 2004Boldi, Vigna WWW 2004

� Improved to ˜2 bits using Improved to ˜2 bits using Improved to ˜2 bits using Improved to ˜2 bits using 

another data mining inspired another data mining inspired another data mining inspired another data mining inspired 

compression techniquecompression techniquecompression techniquecompression technique

Buehrer, Chellapilla WSDM 2008Buehrer, Chellapilla WSDM 2008Buehrer, Chellapilla WSDM 2008Buehrer, Chellapilla WSDM 2008

� More recent improvementsMore recent improvementsMore recent improvementsMore recent improvements

Boldi, Santinin, Vigna WAW 2009Boldi, Santinin, Vigna WAW 2009Boldi, Santinin, Vigna WAW 2009Boldi, Santinin, Vigna WAW 2009

Key insights Key insights Key insights Key insights 
1. Many web pages have1. Many web pages have1. Many web pages have1. Many web pages have
similar set of neighborssimilar set of neighborssimilar set of neighborssimilar set of neighbors
2. Edges tend to be 2. Edges tend to be 2. Edges tend to be 2. Edges tend to be “locallocallocallocal”
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Are social networks compressible?Are social networks compressible?Are social networks compressible?Are social networks compressible?

� Review of BV compressionReview of BV compressionReview of BV compressionReview of BV compression

� A different compression mechanism that works A different compression mechanism that works A different compression mechanism that works A different compression mechanism that works 
better for social networksbetter for social networksbetter for social networksbetter for social networks

� A heuristicA heuristicA heuristicA heuristic

� its performanceits performanceits performanceits performance

� and a formalizationand a formalizationand a formalizationand a formalization
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Why study this question?Why study this question?Why study this question?Why study this question?

� Efficient storageEfficient storageEfficient storageEfficient storage

� Serve adjacency queries efficiently inServe adjacency queries efficiently inServe adjacency queries efficiently inServe adjacency queries efficiently in----memorymemorymemorymemory

� Archival purposes Archival purposes Archival purposes Archival purposes – multiple snapshotsmultiple snapshotsmultiple snapshotsmultiple snapshots

� Obtain insightsObtain insightsObtain insightsObtain insights

� Compression has to utilize special structure of the Compression has to utilize special structure of the Compression has to utilize special structure of the Compression has to utilize special structure of the 
networknetworknetworknetwork

� Study the randomness in such networksStudy the randomness in such networksStudy the randomness in such networksStudy the randomness in such networks
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Adjacency table representationAdjacency table representationAdjacency table representationAdjacency table representation

� Each row corresponds to a node u in the graphEach row corresponds to a node u in the graphEach row corresponds to a node u in the graphEach row corresponds to a node u in the graph

� Entries in a row are sorted integers, representing the Entries in a row are sorted integers, representing the Entries in a row are sorted integers, representing the Entries in a row are sorted integers, representing the 
neighborhood of u, ie, edges (u, v)neighborhood of u, ie, edges (u, v)neighborhood of u, ie, edges (u, v)neighborhood of u, ie, edges (u, v)

1: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64

2: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64

3: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144

4: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64

� Can answer adjacency queries fastCan answer adjacency queries fastCan answer adjacency queries fastCan answer adjacency queries fast

� Expensive (better than storing a list of edges)Expensive (better than storing a list of edges)Expensive (better than storing a list of edges)Expensive (better than storing a list of edges)
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BoldiBoldiBoldiBoldi----Vigna (BV): Main ideasVigna (BV): Main ideasVigna (BV): Main ideasVigna (BV): Main ideas

� Similar neighborhoods:Similar neighborhoods:Similar neighborhoods:Similar neighborhoods: The neighborhood of a web The neighborhood of a web The neighborhood of a web The neighborhood of a web 
page can be expressed in terms of other web pages page can be expressed in terms of other web pages page can be expressed in terms of other web pages page can be expressed in terms of other web pages 
with similar neighborhoodswith similar neighborhoodswith similar neighborhoodswith similar neighborhoods

� Rows in adjacency table have similar entriesRows in adjacency table have similar entriesRows in adjacency table have similar entriesRows in adjacency table have similar entries

� Possible to choose to Possible to choose to Possible to choose to Possible to choose to prototypeprototypeprototypeprototype rowrowrowrow

� Locality:Locality:Locality:Locality: Most edges are intraMost edges are intraMost edges are intraMost edges are intra----host and hence localhost and hence localhost and hence localhost and hence local

� Small integers can represent edge destination wrt sourceSmall integers can represent edge destination wrt sourceSmall integers can represent edge destination wrt sourceSmall integers can represent edge destination wrt source

� Gap encoding:Gap encoding:Gap encoding:Gap encoding: Instead of storing destination of each Instead of storing destination of each Instead of storing destination of each Instead of storing destination of each 
edge, store the difference from the previous entry in edge, store the difference from the previous entry in edge, store the difference from the previous entry in edge, store the difference from the previous entry in 
the same rowthe same rowthe same rowthe same row

1: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 641: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64
2: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 642: 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64
3: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 1443: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144
4: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 644: 1, 4, 8, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64
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Finding similar neighborhoodsFinding similar neighborhoodsFinding similar neighborhoodsFinding similar neighborhoods

Canonical ordering:Canonical ordering:Canonical ordering:Canonical ordering: Sort URLs lexicographically, treating them Sort URLs lexicographically, treating them Sort URLs lexicographically, treating them Sort URLs lexicographically, treating them 
as stringsas stringsas stringsas strings

…

17: 17: 17: 17: www.stanford.edu/alchemywww.stanford.edu/alchemywww.stanford.edu/alchemywww.stanford.edu/alchemy

18: 18: 18: 18: www.stanford.edu/biologywww.stanford.edu/biologywww.stanford.edu/biologywww.stanford.edu/biology

19: 19: 19: 19: www.stanford.edu/biology/plantwww.stanford.edu/biology/plantwww.stanford.edu/biology/plantwww.stanford.edu/biology/plant

20: 20: 20: 20: www.stanford.edu/biology/plant/copyrightwww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/copyrightwww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/copyrightwww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/copyright

21: 21: 21: 21: www.stanford.edu/biology/plant/peoplewww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/peoplewww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/peoplewww.stanford.edu/biology/plant/people

22: 22: 22: 22: www.stanford.edu/chemistrywww.stanford.edu/chemistrywww.stanford.edu/chemistrywww.stanford.edu/chemistry

…

This gives an identifier for each URLThis gives an identifier for each URLThis gives an identifier for each URLThis gives an identifier for each URL

Source and destination of edges are likely to get nearby IDsSource and destination of edges are likely to get nearby IDsSource and destination of edges are likely to get nearby IDsSource and destination of edges are likely to get nearby IDs
� Templated webpagesTemplated webpagesTemplated webpagesTemplated webpages

� Many edges are intraMany edges are intraMany edges are intraMany edges are intra----host or intrahost or intrahost or intrahost or intra----sitesitesitesite
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Gap encodingsGap encodingsGap encodingsGap encodings

� Given a sorted list of integers x, y, z, Given a sorted list of integers x, y, z, Given a sorted list of integers x, y, z, Given a sorted list of integers x, y, z, …, represent , represent , represent , represent 
them by x, ythem by x, ythem by x, ythem by x, y----x, zx, zx, zx, z----y, y, y, y, …

� Compress each integer using a codeCompress each integer using a codeCompress each integer using a codeCompress each integer using a code

� γγγγ code:code:code:code: x is represented by concatenation of unary x is represented by concatenation of unary x is represented by concatenation of unary x is represented by concatenation of unary 
representation of representation of representation of representation of lg xlg xlg xlg x (length of x in bits) followed by (length of x in bits) followed by (length of x in bits) followed by (length of x in bits) followed by 
binary representation of x binary representation of x binary representation of x binary representation of x – 2 2 2 2 lg xlg xlg xlg x

Number of bits = 1 + 2 Number of bits = 1 + 2 Number of bits = 1 + 2 Number of bits = 1 + 2 lg xlg xlg xlg x

� δδδδ code: code: code: code: …

� Information theoretic bound: 1 + Information theoretic bound: 1 + Information theoretic bound: 1 + Information theoretic bound: 1 + lg xlg xlg xlg x bits bits bits bits 

� ζζζζ code: Works well for integers from a power law code: Works well for integers from a power law code: Works well for integers from a power law code: Works well for integers from a power law Boldi Boldi Boldi Boldi 
Vigna DCC 2004Vigna DCC 2004Vigna DCC 2004Vigna DCC 2004
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BV compressionBV compressionBV compressionBV compression

Each node has a unique ID from the Each node has a unique ID from the Each node has a unique ID from the Each node has a unique ID from the 
canonical orderingcanonical orderingcanonical orderingcanonical ordering

Let w = Let w = Let w = Let w = copying windowcopying windowcopying windowcopying window parameterparameterparameterparameter
To encode a node vTo encode a node vTo encode a node vTo encode a node v
� Check if outCheck if outCheck if outCheck if out----neighbors of v are neighbors of v are neighbors of v are neighbors of v are 

similar to any of wsimilar to any of wsimilar to any of wsimilar to any of w----1 previous 1 previous 1 previous 1 previous 
nodes in the orderingnodes in the orderingnodes in the orderingnodes in the ordering

� If yes, let u be the If yes, let u be the If yes, let u be the If yes, let u be the prototype:prototype:prototype:prototype: use use use use 
lg w bits to encode the gap from v lg w bits to encode the gap from v lg w bits to encode the gap from v lg w bits to encode the gap from v 
to u + difference between outto u + difference between outto u + difference between outto u + difference between out----
neighbors of u and vneighbors of u and vneighbors of u and vneighbors of u and v

� If no, write lg w zeros and encode If no, write lg w zeros and encode If no, write lg w zeros and encode If no, write lg w zeros and encode 
outoutoutout----neighbors of v explicitlyneighbors of v explicitlyneighbors of v explicitlyneighbors of v explicitly

Use gap encoding on top of thisUse gap encoding on top of thisUse gap encoding on top of thisUse gap encoding on top of this

uuuu

vvvv

≤≤≤≤ wwww----1111
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Main advantages of BVMain advantages of BVMain advantages of BVMain advantages of BV

� Depends only on locality in a canonical orderingDepends only on locality in a canonical orderingDepends only on locality in a canonical orderingDepends only on locality in a canonical ordering
� Lexicographic ordering works well for web graphLexicographic ordering works well for web graphLexicographic ordering works well for web graphLexicographic ordering works well for web graph

� Adjacency queries can be answered very efficientlyAdjacency queries can be answered very efficientlyAdjacency queries can be answered very efficientlyAdjacency queries can be answered very efficiently
� To fetch outTo fetch outTo fetch outTo fetch out----neighbors, trace back the chain of neighbors, trace back the chain of neighbors, trace back the chain of neighbors, trace back the chain of 

prototypes until a list whose encoding beings with lg w prototypes until a list whose encoding beings with lg w prototypes until a list whose encoding beings with lg w prototypes until a list whose encoding beings with lg w 
zeros is obtained (nozeros is obtained (nozeros is obtained (nozeros is obtained (no----prototype case)prototype case)prototype case)prototype case)

� This chain is typically short in practice (since similarity is This chain is typically short in practice (since similarity is This chain is typically short in practice (since similarity is This chain is typically short in practice (since similarity is 
mostly intramostly intramostly intramostly intra----host)host)host)host)

� Can also explicitly limit the length of the chain during Can also explicitly limit the length of the chain during Can also explicitly limit the length of the chain during Can also explicitly limit the length of the chain during 
encodingencodingencodingencoding

� Easy to implement and a oneEasy to implement and a oneEasy to implement and a oneEasy to implement and a one----pass algorithmpass algorithmpass algorithmpass algorithm
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Backlinks (BL) compressionBacklinks (BL) compressionBacklinks (BL) compressionBacklinks (BL) compression

� Social networks are highly reciprocal, despite being Social networks are highly reciprocal, despite being Social networks are highly reciprocal, despite being Social networks are highly reciprocal, despite being 
directeddirecteddirecteddirected

� If A is a friend of B, then it is likely B is also AIf A is a friend of B, then it is likely B is also AIf A is a friend of B, then it is likely B is also AIf A is a friend of B, then it is likely B is also A’s friends friends friends friend

� (u, v) is (u, v) is (u, v) is (u, v) is reciprocal reciprocal reciprocal reciprocal if (v, u) also existsif (v, u) also existsif (v, u) also existsif (v, u) also exists

reciprocal(u) = set of vreciprocal(u) = set of vreciprocal(u) = set of vreciprocal(u) = set of v’s such that (u, v) is reciprocals such that (u, v) is reciprocals such that (u, v) is reciprocals such that (u, v) is reciprocal

� How to exploit reciprocity in compression?How to exploit reciprocity in compression?How to exploit reciprocity in compression?How to exploit reciprocity in compression?

� Can avoid storing reciprocal edges twiceCan avoid storing reciprocal edges twiceCan avoid storing reciprocal edges twiceCan avoid storing reciprocal edges twice

� Just the reciprocity Just the reciprocity Just the reciprocity Just the reciprocity “bitbitbitbit” is sufficientis sufficientis sufficientis sufficient
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Backlinks compression (contd)Backlinks compression (contd)Backlinks compression (contd)Backlinks compression (contd)

Given a canonical ordering of nodes and copying window wGiven a canonical ordering of nodes and copying window wGiven a canonical ordering of nodes and copying window wGiven a canonical ordering of nodes and copying window w

To encode a node vTo encode a node vTo encode a node vTo encode a node v

� encode outencode outencode outencode out----degree of v minus 1 (if self loop) minus degree of v minus 1 (if self loop) minus degree of v minus 1 (if self loop) minus degree of v minus 1 (if self loop) minus 
#reciprocal(v) + #reciprocal(v) + #reciprocal(v) + #reciprocal(v) + “selfselfselfself----looplooplooploop” bitbitbitbit

� Try to choose a prototype u as in BV within a window wTry to choose a prototype u as in BV within a window wTry to choose a prototype u as in BV within a window wTry to choose a prototype u as in BV within a window w

� If yes, encode the difference between outIf yes, encode the difference between outIf yes, encode the difference between outIf yes, encode the difference between out----neighbors of u and neighbors of u and neighbors of u and neighbors of u and 
nonnonnonnon----reciprocal outreciprocal outreciprocal outreciprocal out----neighbors of vneighbors of vneighbors of vneighbors of v
� Encode the gap between u and vEncode the gap between u and vEncode the gap between u and vEncode the gap between u and v

� Specify which outSpecify which outSpecify which outSpecify which out----neighbors of u are present in vneighbors of u are present in vneighbors of u are present in vneighbors of u are present in v

� For the rest of outFor the rest of outFor the rest of outFor the rest of out----neighbors of v, encode them as gapsneighbors of v, encode them as gapsneighbors of v, encode them as gapsneighbors of v, encode them as gaps

� Encode the reciprocal outEncode the reciprocal outEncode the reciprocal outEncode the reciprocal out----neighbors of vneighbors of vneighbors of vneighbors of v
� For each outFor each outFor each outFor each out----neighbor vneighbor vneighbor vneighbor v’ of v and vof v and vof v and vof v and v’ >  v, store if vv, store if vv, store if vv, store if v’ ∈∈∈∈ reciprocal(v) reciprocal(v) reciprocal(v) reciprocal(v) 

or not; discard the edge (vor not; discard the edge (vor not; discard the edge (vor not; discard the edge (v’, v), v), v), v)
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Canonical orderingsCanonical orderingsCanonical orderingsCanonical orderings

� BV and BL compressions depend just on obtaining a BV and BL compressions depend just on obtaining a BV and BL compressions depend just on obtaining a BV and BL compressions depend just on obtaining a 
canonical ordering of nodescanonical ordering of nodescanonical ordering of nodescanonical ordering of nodes
� This canonical ordering should exploit neighborhood This canonical ordering should exploit neighborhood This canonical ordering should exploit neighborhood This canonical ordering should exploit neighborhood 

similarity and edge localitysimilarity and edge localitysimilarity and edge localitysimilarity and edge locality

� Question:Question:Question:Question: how to obtain a good canonical orderinghow to obtain a good canonical orderinghow to obtain a good canonical orderinghow to obtain a good canonical ordering????
� Unlike the web page case, it is unclear if social networks Unlike the web page case, it is unclear if social networks Unlike the web page case, it is unclear if social networks Unlike the web page case, it is unclear if social networks 

have a natural canonical orderinghave a natural canonical orderinghave a natural canonical orderinghave a natural canonical ordering

� Caveat:Caveat:Caveat:Caveat: BV/BL is only one genre of compression BV/BL is only one genre of compression BV/BL is only one genre of compression BV/BL is only one genre of compression 
schemeschemeschemescheme
� Lack of good canonical ordering does not mean graph is Lack of good canonical ordering does not mean graph is Lack of good canonical ordering does not mean graph is Lack of good canonical ordering does not mean graph is 

incompressibleincompressibleincompressibleincompressible
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Some canonical orderings in behavioral graphsSome canonical orderings in behavioral graphsSome canonical orderings in behavioral graphsSome canonical orderings in behavioral graphs

� Random orderRandom orderRandom orderRandom order

� Natural orderNatural orderNatural orderNatural order
� Time of joining in a social networkTime of joining in a social networkTime of joining in a social networkTime of joining in a social network

� Lexicographic order of URLsLexicographic order of URLsLexicographic order of URLsLexicographic order of URLs

� Crawl order Crawl order Crawl order Crawl order 

� Graph traversal ordersGraph traversal ordersGraph traversal ordersGraph traversal orders
� BFS and DFSBFS and DFSBFS and DFSBFS and DFS

� Geographic location: order by zip codesGeographic location: order by zip codesGeographic location: order by zip codesGeographic location: order by zip codes
� Produces a bucket orderProduces a bucket orderProduces a bucket orderProduces a bucket order

� Ties can be broken using more than one orderTies can be broken using more than one orderTies can be broken using more than one orderTies can be broken using more than one order
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Performance of simple orderingsPerformance of simple orderingsPerformance of simple orderingsPerformance of simple orderings

20.920.920.920.9194.1M194.1M194.1M194.1M7.4M7.4M7.4M7.4MIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChina

18.618.618.618.612.8M12.8M12.8M12.8M0.58M0.58M0.58M0.58MUK host graphUK host graphUK host graphUK host graph

64.464.464.464.469.7M69.7M69.7M69.7M25.1M25.1M25.1M25.1MFlickrFlickrFlickrFlickr

%reciprocal %reciprocal %reciprocal %reciprocal 

edgesedgesedgesedges

#edges#edges#edges#edges#nodes#nodes#nodes#nodesGraphGraphGraphGraph

----21.4421.4421.4421.442.022.022.022.02IndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChina

14.614.614.614.615.515.515.515.510.810.810.810.8UK hostUK hostUK hostUK host

22.922.922.922.923.923.923.923.921.821.821.821.8FlickrFlickrFlickrFlickr

DFSDFSDFSDFSRandomRandomRandomRandomNaturalNaturalNaturalNaturalGraphGraphGraphGraph

BVBVBVBV

----17.617.617.617.62.352.352.352.35IndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChina

13.813.813.813.814.514.514.514.510.510.510.510.5UK hostUK hostUK hostUK host

17.217.217.217.217.817.817.817.816.416.416.416.4FlickrFlickrFlickrFlickr

DFSDFSDFSDFSRandomRandomRandomRandomNaturalNaturalNaturalNaturalGraphGraphGraphGraph

BLBLBLBL
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Shingle ordering heuristicShingle ordering heuristicShingle ordering heuristicShingle ordering heuristic

� Obtain a canonical ordering by bringing nodes with Obtain a canonical ordering by bringing nodes with Obtain a canonical ordering by bringing nodes with Obtain a canonical ordering by bringing nodes with 
similar neighborhoods close togethersimilar neighborhoods close togethersimilar neighborhoods close togethersimilar neighborhoods close together

� Fingerprint neighborhood of each node and order Fingerprint neighborhood of each node and order Fingerprint neighborhood of each node and order Fingerprint neighborhood of each node and order 
the nodes according to the fingerprintthe nodes according to the fingerprintthe nodes according to the fingerprintthe nodes according to the fingerprint

� If fingerprint can capture neighborhood similarity and If fingerprint can capture neighborhood similarity and If fingerprint can capture neighborhood similarity and If fingerprint can capture neighborhood similarity and 
edge locality, then it will produce good compression via edge locality, then it will produce good compression via edge locality, then it will produce good compression via edge locality, then it will produce good compression via 
BV/BL, provided the graph has amenableBV/BL, provided the graph has amenableBV/BL, provided the graph has amenableBV/BL, provided the graph has amenable

� Use Jaccard coefficient to measure similarity Use Jaccard coefficient to measure similarity Use Jaccard coefficient to measure similarity Use Jaccard coefficient to measure similarity 
between nodesbetween nodesbetween nodesbetween nodes

� J(A, B) = J(A, B) = J(A, B) = J(A, B) = |A A A A ∩∩∩∩ BBBB| / |A A A A ∪∪∪∪ B B B B |
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A fingerprint for JaccardA fingerprint for JaccardA fingerprint for JaccardA fingerprint for Jaccard

AAAA BBBB

Fingerprint to measure set overlapFingerprint to measure set overlapFingerprint to measure set overlapFingerprint to measure set overlap

MMMMππππ(A) =(A) =(A) =(A) = minminminmina a a a ∈∈∈∈ AAAA { ππππ(a) (a) (a) (a) }
PrPrPrPrππππ [[[[MMMMππππ(A) = (A) = (A) = (A) = MMMMππππ(B)(B)(B)(B)] =] =] =] = |AAAA ���� BBBB|/|AAAA ∪∪∪∪ BBBB|

MinMinMinMin----wise independent permutations sufficewise independent permutations sufficewise independent permutations sufficewise independent permutations suffice
Broder, Charikar, Frieze, Mitzenmacher STOC 1998Broder, Charikar, Frieze, Mitzenmacher STOC 1998Broder, Charikar, Frieze, Mitzenmacher STOC 1998Broder, Charikar, Frieze, Mitzenmacher STOC 1998

Hash functions work well in practiceHash functions work well in practiceHash functions work well in practiceHash functions work well in practice
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Shingle ordering heuristic (contd)Shingle ordering heuristic (contd)Shingle ordering heuristic (contd)Shingle ordering heuristic (contd)

� Fingerprint of a node u = MFingerprint of a node u = MFingerprint of a node u = MFingerprint of a node u = Mππππ(out(out(out(out----neighbors of u)neighbors of u)neighbors of u)neighbors of u)

� Order the nodes by their fingerprintOrder the nodes by their fingerprintOrder the nodes by their fingerprintOrder the nodes by their fingerprint

� Two nodes with lot of overlapping neighbors are likely to Two nodes with lot of overlapping neighbors are likely to Two nodes with lot of overlapping neighbors are likely to Two nodes with lot of overlapping neighbors are likely to 
have same shinglehave same shinglehave same shinglehave same shingle

� Double shingle order:Double shingle order:Double shingle order:Double shingle order: break ties within shingle order break ties within shingle order break ties within shingle order break ties within shingle order 
using a second shingleusing a second shingleusing a second shingleusing a second shingle
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Performance of shingle orderingPerformance of shingle orderingPerformance of shingle orderingPerformance of shingle ordering

2.72.72.72.72.72.72.72.72.022.022.022.02IndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChina

8.18.18.18.18.28.28.28.210.810.810.810.8UK hostUK hostUK hostUK host

13.513.513.513.513.513.513.513.521.821.821.821.8FlickrFlickrFlickrFlickr

DoubleDoubleDoubleDouble

shingleshingleshingleshingle

ShingleShingleShingleShingleNaturalNaturalNaturalNaturalGraphGraphGraphGraph

BVBVBVBV BLBLBLBL

2.72.72.72.72.72.72.72.72.352.352.352.35IndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChinaIndoChina

8.18.18.18.18.28.28.28.210.510.510.510.5UK hostUK hostUK hostUK host

10.910.910.910.910.910.910.910.916.416.416.416.4FlickrFlickrFlickrFlickr

DoubleDoubleDoubleDouble

shingleshingleshingleshingle

ShingleShingleShingleShingleNaturalNaturalNaturalNaturalGraphGraphGraphGraph

Geography does not seem to help for Flickr graphGeography does not seem to help for Flickr graphGeography does not seem to help for Flickr graphGeography does not seem to help for Flickr graph
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Flickr: Compressibility over timeFlickr: Compressibility over timeFlickr: Compressibility over timeFlickr: Compressibility over time
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A property of shingle orderingA property of shingle orderingA property of shingle orderingA property of shingle ordering

Theorem.Theorem.Theorem.Theorem. Using shingle ordering, a constant fraction Using shingle ordering, a constant fraction Using shingle ordering, a constant fraction Using shingle ordering, a constant fraction 
of edges will be of edges will be of edges will be of edges will be “copiedcopiedcopiedcopied” in graphs generated by in graphs generated by in graphs generated by in graphs generated by 
preferential attachment/copying modelspreferential attachment/copying modelspreferential attachment/copying modelspreferential attachment/copying models

� Preferential attachment model:Preferential attachment model:Preferential attachment model:Preferential attachment model: Rich get richer Rich get richer Rich get richer Rich get richer – a a a a 
new node links to an existing node with probability new node links to an existing node with probability new node links to an existing node with probability new node links to an existing node with probability 
proportional to its degreeproportional to its degreeproportional to its degreeproportional to its degree

� Shows that shingle ordering helps BV/BLShows that shingle ordering helps BV/BLShows that shingle ordering helps BV/BLShows that shingle ordering helps BV/BL----style style style style 
compressions in stylized graph modelscompressions in stylized graph modelscompressions in stylized graph modelscompressions in stylized graph models
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Gap distributionGap distributionGap distributionGap distribution

Shingle ordering produces smaller gaps Shingle ordering produces smaller gaps Shingle ordering produces smaller gaps Shingle ordering produces smaller gaps 
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Who is the culpritWho is the culpritWho is the culpritWho is the culprit

Low degree nodes are responsible for incompressibilityLow degree nodes are responsible for incompressibilityLow degree nodes are responsible for incompressibilityLow degree nodes are responsible for incompressibility
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CompressionCompressionCompressionCompression----friendly orderingsfriendly orderingsfriendly orderingsfriendly orderings

In BV/BL, canonical order is all that mattersIn BV/BL, canonical order is all that mattersIn BV/BL, canonical order is all that mattersIn BV/BL, canonical order is all that matters

Problem.Problem.Problem.Problem. Given a graph, find the canonical ordering Given a graph, find the canonical ordering Given a graph, find the canonical ordering Given a graph, find the canonical ordering 
that will produce the best compression in BV/BLthat will produce the best compression in BV/BLthat will produce the best compression in BV/BLthat will produce the best compression in BV/BL

� The ordering should capture locality and similarityThe ordering should capture locality and similarityThe ordering should capture locality and similarityThe ordering should capture locality and similarity

� The ordering must help BV/BLThe ordering must help BV/BLThe ordering must help BV/BLThe ordering must help BV/BL----style compressionsstyle compressionsstyle compressionsstyle compressions

� We propose two formulations of this problemWe propose two formulations of this problemWe propose two formulations of this problemWe propose two formulations of this problem
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MLogA formulationMLogA formulationMLogA formulationMLogA formulation

MLogA.MLogA.MLogA.MLogA. Find an ordering Find an ordering Find an ordering Find an ordering ππππ of nodes such that of nodes such that of nodes such that of nodes such that 

∑∑∑∑(u, v) (u, v) (u, v) (u, v) ∈∈∈∈ EEEE lg lg lg lg |ππππ(u)(u)(u)(u)----ππππ(v)(v)(v)(v)|

is minimizedis minimizedis minimizedis minimized

� Minimize sum of Minimize sum of Minimize sum of Minimize sum of encoding gapsencoding gapsencoding gapsencoding gaps of edgesof edgesof edgesof edges

� Without lg, this is min linear arrangement (MLinA)Without lg, this is min linear arrangement (MLinA)Without lg, this is min linear arrangement (MLinA)Without lg, this is min linear arrangement (MLinA)

� MLinA is wellMLinA is wellMLinA is wellMLinA is well----studied ((studied ((studied ((studied ((√log n) log log n) log log n) log log n) log loglogloglog n) n) n) n) 
approximableapproximableapproximableapproximable, , , , …

� MLinA and MLogA are very different problemsMLinA and MLogA are very different problemsMLinA and MLogA are very different problemsMLinA and MLogA are very different problems

Theorem.Theorem.Theorem.Theorem. MLogA is NPMLogA is NPMLogA is NPMLogA is NP----hardhardhardhard

Proof using the Proof using the Proof using the Proof using the inapproximabilityinapproximabilityinapproximabilityinapproximability of of of of MaxCutMaxCutMaxCutMaxCut
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MLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapA formulationformulationformulationformulation

MLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapA.... For an ordering For an ordering For an ordering For an ordering ππππ, let , let , let , let ffffππππ(u(u(u(u) = cost of ) = cost of ) = cost of ) = cost of 
compressing the outcompressing the outcompressing the outcompressing the out----neighbors of u under neighbors of u under neighbors of u under neighbors of u under ππππ

If uIf uIf uIf u1111, , , , …, , , , uuuukkkk are outare outare outare out----neighbors ordered wrt neighbors ordered wrt neighbors ordered wrt neighbors ordered wrt ππππ, u, u, u, u0000 = u= u= u= u

ffffππππ(u(u(u(u) = ) = ) = ) = ∑∑∑∑i=1..ki=1..ki=1..ki=1..k lg lg lg lg |ππππ(u(u(u(uiiii))))----ππππ(u(u(u(uiiii----1111))))|

Find an ordering Find an ordering Find an ordering Find an ordering ππππ of nodes to minimizeof nodes to minimizeof nodes to minimizeof nodes to minimize

∑∑∑∑u u u u ffffππππ(u(u(u(u) ) ) ) 

� Minimize Minimize Minimize Minimize encoding gapsencoding gapsencoding gapsencoding gaps of neighbors of a nodeof neighbors of a nodeof neighbors of a nodeof neighbors of a node

� MLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapA and MLogA are very different problemsand MLogA are very different problemsand MLogA are very different problemsand MLogA are very different problems

Theorem.Theorem.Theorem.Theorem. MLinGapAMLinGapAMLinGapAMLinGapA is NPis NPis NPis NP----hardhardhardhard

Conjecture.Conjecture.Conjecture.Conjecture. MLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapA is NPis NPis NPis NP----hardhardhardhard
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SummarySummarySummarySummary

� Social networks appear to be not very compressibleSocial networks appear to be not very compressibleSocial networks appear to be not very compressibleSocial networks appear to be not very compressible

� Host graphs are equally challenging Host graphs are equally challenging Host graphs are equally challenging Host graphs are equally challenging 

� These two graphs are very unlike the web graph, These two graphs are very unlike the web graph, These two graphs are very unlike the web graph, These two graphs are very unlike the web graph, 
which is highly compressiblewhich is highly compressiblewhich is highly compressiblewhich is highly compressible
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Future directionsFuture directionsFuture directionsFuture directions

� Can we compress social networks better?Can we compress social networks better?Can we compress social networks better?Can we compress social networks better?
� Boldi, Santini, Vigna 2009Boldi, Santini, Vigna 2009Boldi, Santini, Vigna 2009Boldi, Santini, Vigna 2009

� Is there a lower bound on incompressibility?Is there a lower bound on incompressibility?Is there a lower bound on incompressibility?Is there a lower bound on incompressibility?
� Our analysis applies only to BVOur analysis applies only to BVOur analysis applies only to BVOur analysis applies only to BV----style compressionsstyle compressionsstyle compressionsstyle compressions

� Algorithmic questionsAlgorithmic questionsAlgorithmic questionsAlgorithmic questions
� Hardness of Hardness of Hardness of Hardness of MLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapAMLogGapA

� Good approximation algorithmsGood approximation algorithmsGood approximation algorithmsGood approximation algorithms

� Modeling Modeling Modeling Modeling 
� Compressibility of existing graph models Compressibility of existing graph models Compressibility of existing graph models Compressibility of existing graph models 

� More nuanced models for the compressible webMore nuanced models for the compressible webMore nuanced models for the compressible webMore nuanced models for the compressible web
� Chierichetti, Kumar, Lattanzi, Mitzenmacher, Panconesi, RaghavanChierichetti, Kumar, Lattanzi, Mitzenmacher, Panconesi, RaghavanChierichetti, Kumar, Lattanzi, Mitzenmacher, Panconesi, RaghavanChierichetti, Kumar, Lattanzi, Mitzenmacher, Panconesi, Raghavan FOCS FOCS FOCS FOCS 

2009200920092009
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Thank you!Thank you!Thank you!Thank you!

ravikumar@yahooravikumar@yahooravikumar@yahooravikumar@yahoo----inc.cominc.cominc.cominc.com


